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This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the speci c uali cation Pack P . 

Each National Occupational NOS  is covered across nit s.

This ob is all about installing, dismantling, removing, replacing a range of components down to 

sub-assembly level right from pick-up unit  point of measurement and linking either directly to the 

instrument or to the instrument panel. This also involves making suitable slot on panel and xing 

instrument and its associated parts under supervision of Technician Instrumentation. 

The candidate should possess basic communication, numerical and measurement abilities. 

Openness to learning, ability to plan and organize own work and identify and solve problems in 

the course of working. 

Key earning Ob ectives for the speci c NOS mark the beginning of the nit s for that NOS. The 

symbols used in this book are described below.
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Infrared gas analyzers usually have two chambers, one is a reference chamber while the other 

chamber is a measurement chamber. Infrared light is emi ed from some type of source on one 

end of the chamber, passes through a series of chambers that contains given quantities of the 

various gases in question.

ygen analy er

Oxygen O2  in the gas or liquid is 

measured by an electronic oxygen sensor.

Oxygen concentration inside the 

protected volumes is measured by oxygen 

detectors in hypoxic air re prevention 

systems. 

irconia, electrochemical alvanic , 

infrared, ultrasonic and latest laser 

methods are used for calculating oxygen 

and all has its own bene ts and limitations.

or ing o  o ygen analy er

Magnetic eld is present in a calculating cell and a dumb-bell shaped wire rotates in the eld. 

Rotation of dumb-bell is affected by the oxygen due to in uence on the magnetic eld. The current 

involved to align the dumb-bell is a compute of the oxygen cluster. Figure shows sampling system 

of inert gas.

A lter integrated at tap-off point perfectly removes the dust, a er this gas is provided to separator 

through a three-way valve and a ow valve. as is provided to the calculating cell by keeping part 

it in bypassed condition a er separation and ltering.

Correct ow along the computing cell is maintained by ow valve and a meter show oxygen reading 

content in sample. eroing gas or nitrogen and span gas or air is supplied by a three-way valve. 21  

reading is produced by a span gas during calibration check.

 

.1.11 naly ers

Fig. 4.1.41 Oxygen analyzer
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Routine machine maintenance is very important. There are many advantages of regular 

maintenance of machinery.

 Regular maintenance expands the life of machine and keeps up its looks. It also check the 

wear and tear of native components, as less material is unable to found in regular, very 

li le and small-scale work than in costly, immense repairs.

• Catch little issues be ore they become big problems.

 A maintenance program  whether it s monthly, annually, or bi-annually  can help catch 

li le concern like wear-and-tear before they conduct to ma or malfunctions. Maybe your 

hydraulics systems need an extra application of lubricant or your micro-cleaning equipment 

is on its way to becoming clogged.

• Save do ntime and lost revenue.

 hen a machine malfunctions, it s usually not the only piece of the puzzle that suffers. In 

most production lines and manufacturing facilities, parts work hand-in-hand to complete 

separate but related obs  when one machine is down awaiting maintenance the others are, 

too. roken machines mean you ll likely have employees on the clock that can t complete 

their ob ectives, too.

• egular attention is usually less e pensive than big es.

 Ignorance of an ongoing issue with a machine can damage part, which can be expensive 

and time-consuming. The nature of heavy machinery is such that regular tune-ups can 

extend its parts  lifespan by years through elimination of clogs, friction-points, and broken 

valves. Once these issues ignored for too long, they become un xable. 

• It can help improve your machines  resale value.

 It s a well-known fact in the mechanical industry that many machines and parts are bought 

and sold pre-owned. hen machinery costs hundreds of thousands of dollars, a well-

maintained, used counterpart may only be a fraction of the cost. If you re ever planning 

.1.3 Importance o  maintenance activities
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nit .2  E uipments maintenance activities

At the end of this unit, you will be able to: 

1. Know about maintenance activities

2. Know about ob ectives of maintenance

3. Know about maintenance records

b ective o  ood Maintenance  

The ob ective of maintenance is to improve the performance of equipment by make sure that 

equipment performs frequently and e ciently. It also prevents breakdowns or failures and reduces 

losses happens due to failures.

ist of maintenance ob ectives are:  

1. It keeps plant & equipment in good condition and keeps the production at maximum.

2. Maintain equipment full e ciency with minimum usage of energy.

3. Reduces risks during operation and improves safety.

4. Improves life of equipment with lower cost of operation.

. Optimize full resource utilization with high productivity.

6. To reduce plant and equipment breakdown hours.

7. To maintain lowest inventory and procurement of spares in time.

8. To improve plant & equipment reliability and productivity.

9. Conducts engineering works like modi cations, installation, and relocation.

10. Evaluates performance, takes corrective actions and measures progress.

11. Make the system exible for any future changes.

nit b ectives

.2.1 E uipment maintenance activities
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6. Calibration

nit 6.1  Calibration 

nit 6.2  Calibration procedure of instruments

nit 6.3  Calibration tests of instruments

ISC/N1102



t the end o  this module, you ill be able to

1. Know about calibration

2. Know about calibration standards

3. Know about calibration procedure

4. Maintenance of calibration records

. Perform calibration of instruments

6. Know about calibration tests

7. Perform calibration tests

ey Learning utcomes
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